Fortinet Cloud Consulting Services

Executive Summary
The rapidly evolving threat landscape, coupled with the remote workforce trend hastening cloud roadmaps and a security skills shortage, has created security gaps across organizations. For organizations to fill these gaps, in order to remain competitive and meet compliance requirements, they must adopt security best practices and a calculated approach that leads to comprehensive protection across cloud environments.

Fortinet Cloud Consulting experts will discover existing security posture elements through a vendor-agnostic approach and align findings to business goals, strategic objectives, and compliance requirements. We will then help guide existing projects and plan future projects with a goal of framework maturity. This comprehensive approach and the subsequent outcomes can empower organizations to achieve a holistic security architecture that is resilient enough to withstand continuous change in the threat landscape.

Blueprint the Right Cloud Journey for You
Our services are not cookie cutter. We will efficiently help you design a path to an enhanced cloud security posture that is tailored for your organization. Our engagement could include all or one of the following services:

- Cloud security posture assessment
- Secure cloud migration methodology and implementation
- Best practice, global-scale architecture recommendations
- Automation for zero-touch provisioning
- Customized workshop training for any level of your organization
Key Business Outcomes

Design and architecture
We provide cloud security architecture design based on best practices and customized for your cloud environments. We can enable you to:

- Maintain and measure compliance across the entire state
- Uphold a consistent security posture across multi-cloud

Cloud security and networking automation
Automate cloud security while integrating with your existing automation frameworks. This could include:

- AWS CloudFormation, Azure ARM, and Google Cloud Deployment Manager
- HashiCorp Terraform

DevSecOps
Design and implementation of best practices while:

- Leveraging state-of-the-art solutions for containers and Kubernetes security
- Creating a secure continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) pipeline for shift-left security

Consulting Services Team Proficiency
Your organization would have dedicated access to professionals with experience across cloud providers and proficiencies. Together they possess decades of industry experience and offer a direct connection to additional experts inside Fortinet as needed. Our team can provide you with consulting services during the entire life cycle of your projects, not just the beginning. We align with best-in-class methodologies and are flexible enough to either suggest a framework or align with favored frameworks.

Why Fortinet
Fortinet (NASDAQ: FTNT) makes possible a digital world that we can always trust through its mission to protect people, devices, and data everywhere. This is why the world’s largest enterprises, service providers, and government organizations choose Fortinet to securely accelerate their digital journey. The Fortinet Security Fabric platform delivers broad, integrated, and automated protections across the entire digital attack surface, securing critical devices, data, applications, and connections from the data center to the cloud to the home office. Ranking #1 in the most security appliances shipped worldwide, more than 530,000 customers trust Fortinet to protect their businesses. And the Fortinet NSE Training Institute, an initiative of Fortinet’s Training Advancement Agenda (TAA), provides one of the largest and broadest training programs in the industry to make cyber training and new career opportunities available to everyone. Learn more at https://www.fortinet.com, the Fortinet Blog, or FortiGuard Labs.

Learn more at consulting@fortinet.com.
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